Synergetic effect of polyethylene glycol-grafted chitosan and bovine serum albumin on colloidal stability of polyelectrolyte nanocapsules
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ABSTRACT

Layer-by-layer (LbL) nanocapsules with a shell on the basis of chitosans (CH) of different molecular weights (CHx, hereafter x stands for Mn of the polysaccharide used), including those grafted with polyethylene glycol (CHx-PEG), and polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) were obtained on Mg-doped magnetite cores (MNP) and further coated with a layer of bovine serum albumin (BSA). The outermost BSA layer plays a key role in maintaining high aggregative stability of nanocapsules in 0.9% NaCl and preserving their low diameter in serum. The diameter of nanocapsules remains below 100 nm in the process of LbL assembly of low molecular weight CHx. The influence of polyethylene glycol-grafted CHx on the stability of LbL nanocapsules is contradictory. The co-introduction of two hydrophilic components, i.e. CHx-PEG and BSA, in the LbL shell supports high aggregative and sedimentation stability of the colloids, increases storage time of aqueous solutions of nanocapsules to the higher degree than each component on its own. The synergetic effect of copolymer and albumin on stability is especially noticeable for the nanocapsules containing one or two bilayers. By using PEG-grafted chitosans and BSA in one LbL shell, stable colloids of functional nanoparticles have been obtained in fewer adsorption cycles.

1. Introduction

Constructing nano-/microstructures with a desired size, shape, and function by utilizing biomolecules and mimicking biological systems has been recognized as being of great importance for many biomedical and technological applications [1–6]. Nanosized systems play a key role in the hierarchic organization of matter by bridging and overlapping the living and “non-living” levels. Self-assembly of biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids, lipids, polysaccharides, chlorophyll, etc. builds the foundation for the existence and effective functioning of
living organisms [7,8]. Combination of nanotechnological principles for creation of submicron and nanoscale structures with chemical strategies for designing materials is an effective route to new assemblies with advanced properties. For example, programmable assemblies of DNA, proteins, and other molecules and stimuli-responsive functions can be achieved by means of appropriate molecular design [8,9]. Selective labeling of biomaterials allows for their effective sensing and altering interaction of cells with the assemblies for delivery of drugs to target sites in vivo [1,2].

Nanoparticles are in demand in many biomedical applications as contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging, hypothermic substances for thermal ablation/hyperthermia of tumor tissues, nanoparticulated forms of drugs for effective therapy, and fluorescent labels for diagnostic kits [1–4]. The benefits of nanoparticles include better safety versus standard therapies with patient survival rate being equivalent to standard treatments. The improved therapeutic efficacy of nanoparticulated drugs is based on enhanced permeability and retention effect, modified pharmacokinetics and tissue distribution as compared with free drug [6].

The colloidal stability and aggregation of nanotherapeutics have an impact on their biodistribution, pharmacokinetics, and systemic toxicity. However, their prediction remains substantially difficult due to complex influence of such factors as material, physicochemical properties of nanoparticles, presence of stabilizing agents and other components in solution, etc. A well-established approach designed to decrease aggregation of nanoparticles in complex biological media includes their electrostatic, steric, or electrosteric stabilization by a single polymer coating. Due to interaction with medium components the coating can become unstable or dissociate from the nanoparticles surface in high ionic strength liquids. It compromises stability of the colloids [2,10–12].

By forming a multilayered polymeric shell around core particles some properties of colloids can be significantly improved. Subsequently alternating layers of polymers with an overall thickness from one to few dozens of nanometers are organized on core surface by the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly technique that integrates components of different nature (polyelectrolytes, proteins, etc.) in a single shell [13–18]. LbL assembly is based on electrostatic interaction of oppositely charged components that are adsorbed on the template surface in a predetermined order. LbL allows one to vary the composition of the formed coating by replacing one of the components by its modified counterpart and control thickness of the shell by increasing or decreasing the number of bilayers (n) in the assembly. The structure of polyelectrolytes and LbL shell architecture influence the dimensions of the obtained nanocapsules [14–16]. They can be reduced by utilizing low molecular weight polyelectrolytes [15–17] and modified LbL assembly methods, such as ultrasound-assisted LbL assembly, ultrafiltration etc. [17–23]. Recent progress in the field of LbL assembly includes biogenic capsules based on naturally occurring polymers (polysaccharides, proteins, DNA). The minimal toxicity and notable degradability of the biogenic capsules increases their potential application in the medicine, cosmetic, and food industry as compared with traditional polyelectrolyte capsules [24–26].

Nowadays nano- and microparticles modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG), dextran, and polyvinyl alcohol are of great interest since the polymers change the character of surface interaction with proteins [17,27–30] and considerably lower aggregation of nanoparticles and microcapsules in salt and protein solutions [28,31]. Traditionally, PEG is introduced into LbL films by covalent grafting onto the target film surface [32] or by replacing polyelectrolyte in the terminal layer of the film by its PEG-modified counterpart [33,34]. The films having an outermost layer of PEG-grafted poly-l-lysine (PLL), poly-s-glutamic acid, polyethyleneimine, polycrylic acid, or polyallylamine (PAH) are characterized by low adhesion of cells and proteins [34–38].

Block and graft copolymers of polyelectrolytes and hydrophilic non-ionicogenic oligomers, such as PEG, dextran, etc., were recently introduced in an LbL coating in the same way as unmodified polycations and polyanions, by alternating their adsorption with oppositely charged polymers [17,29]. While protruding into solution, PEG chains leave enough space for the countercharged polymer to diffuse toward free groups of outermost polyelectrolyte layer and form interpolyelectrolyte complex, thus allowing for film growth. For example, by alternate adsorption of components the films containing up to 10 bilayers of PAH and block-copolymer of polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) and poly(mono-methoxypolyethylene glycol) acrylate have been obtained. The introduction of the copolymer increases the thickness of bilayer in the film with a factor of 1.5 as compared with PSS-based one [39]. The films containing up to 7 bilayers have been formed on the basis of block-copolymer of PLL and PEG alternated with heparin with a thickness comparable to that of the unmodified polyelectrolyte [17]. The coating partially reduced adsorption of bovine serum albumin (BSA). However, additional modification of the LbL film surface with covalently bound PEG was necessary to inhibit the adsorption of proteins from fetal bovine serum (FBS) [32].

A globular, water-soluble, unglycosylated serum protein albumin is frequently used for modification of surface properties of nanocapsules and diagnostic particles [40]. A layer of covalently or electrostatically attached albumin increases the intake of the modified nanovehicles by cells and enhances their accumulation in tumor tissue [41,42]. The specificity of albumin arising from its amino acid composition consists in its ability to form intermolecular complexes with both polycations and polyanions in solutions [43,44] and thin films [45,46]. On the other hand, it is known that the presence of BSA and other proteins in cell culture medium and serum significantly alters the aggregation behavior of nanoparticles. The formation of a so-called protein corona and bridging flocculation of nanoparticles by oppositely charged protein macromolecules can stabilize or collapse the colloidal system [10–12].

An incentive to undertake the research on colloidal stability in inorganic core-based nanocapsules was the choice of Mg-doped magnetite nanoparticles (MNP) as a perspective contrasting material for magnetic resonance imaging. For a number of (Mg,Zn)Fe₂O₄ (x ≤ 0.3) solid solutions, an increase of saturation magnetization was found as compared to non-substituted magnetite [47]. A study of the NMR relaxation of protons in aqueous solutions of MNP reveals that they show high r₁ and r₂ relaxation efficiency [48]. However, unmodified composite magnetite colloids have extremely low stability in aqueous solutions.

We report on the improved colloidal stability in biorelevant media of Mg-doped magnetite-based nanocapsules with a layer-by-layer shell on the basis of chitosans (CH) of different molecular weights (CHx, hereafter x stands for molecular weight of the polysaccharide used), including those grafted with PEG (CHx-PEG), and polystyrene sulfonate and further coated with a layer of bovine serum albumin (Fig. 1). The outermost BSA layer plays a key role in maintaining high aggregative stability of nanocapsules in 0.9% NaCl and, regardless of the shell structure, also contributes to the preservation of nanocapsules’ diameter in FBS. The diameter of nanocapsules is below 100 nm in the process of LbL assembly of low molecular weight CHx, while the influence of PEG-grafted CHx on the stability of LbL nanocapsules is contradictory. The co-introduction of two hydrophilic components, i.e. CHx-PEG and BSA, in the LbL shell supports high aggregative and sedimentation stability of the colloids and increases storage time of aqueous solutions of nanocapsules to a higher degree than each component on its own.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Chitosan of ca. 450 kDa (CH450, Sigma), mono-methoxypolyethylene glycol (PEG, 5 kDa, Aldrich), sodium polystyrene sulfonate (PSS, 70 kDa, Sigma), poly( diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride) (PDADA, 100–200 kDa, Aldrich), bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma), κ-carrageenan (Fluka), phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma),
Methylene blue dye (MB, Sigma), 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC, abcr GmbH) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS, Thermo Scientific), fetal bovine serum (FBS, HyClone, GE Healthcare, South America origin) were used without further purification.

2.2. Preparation of chitosans of different molecular weight

Depolymerized chitosans of 18 kDa (CH18) and 60 kDa (CH60) were obtained by treating a 0.75% CH450 solution in 1% acetic acid (200 mL) with hydrogen peroxide taken in excess for a given period of time at 50 °C according to [29]. The chitosans were precipitated from the reaction mixtures by aqueous ammonium hydroxide and acetone, separated by centrifugation, washed twice with acetone dried at ambient temperature for 12 h and then lyophilized. The molecular masses of original and depolymerized chitosans were determined by measuring solution viscosity of their 0.0125–0.5% solutions in 1% acetic acid through a capillary viscometer and calculating according to the Mark-Kuhn-Houwink equation (κ = 1.38 x 10^{-4} cm^3/g; α = 1.02) [49].

The FTIR spectra of polymers were recorded using a Tensor 27 Bruker instrument in KBr tablets. The assignment of absorbance bands in the IR spectrum of the polymer [50] was made according to [50, 51]. The Bruker instrument in KBr tablets. The assignment of absorbance bands where A_1655 and A_3450 are the intensities of 1655 and 3450 cm^−1 bands in the IR spectrum of the polymer [50].

2.3. Preparation of CHx-PEG

Polyethylene glycol with terminal carboxylic group (cPEG) was obtained as described elsewhere [52]. PEG of 5 kDa (5 g) was dissolved in distilled water (50 mL). 0.16 g of KMnO_4 dissolved in 20 mL water was added to the solution, followed by 5 mL of a 40 mg/mL CaCl_2 solution to accelerate PEG hydroxyl group oxidation [53]. The reaction mixture was kept at 40 °C for one hour. The formed dark-brown pre-cipitate was discharged. The mixture was kept at 40 °C for one hour. The formed dark-brown pre-lution to accelerate PEG hydroxyl group oxidation [53]. The reaction degree of acetylation (χ_ac) of chitosan was determined by measuring the absorbance at 450 nm (ε_450 = 1.02) [49]. To perform the analysis, 0.01 ± 0.05 mL of a copolymer solution was added to 3 mL of the stock solution and the volume of the mixture was adjusted to 3 mL with 1% acetic acid. The solutions were vigorously mixed and their absorbance spectra were recorded in the range of 450–750 nm. The dependence of A_{665}/A_{665} on the concentration of corresponding polymers was plotted. The concentrations C_{CHx,PEG} and C_{CHx} at which the copolymer CHx-PEG under investigation and the unmodified chitosan CHx completely displace MB from its complex with κ-carrageenan were obtained from the graphs (Fig. S1).

The share of PEG-modified amine groups in copolymer (χ) was calculated as:

χ = N/(T + N); N = (C_{CHx,PEG} - C_{CHx})/(M_w^{PEG} + C_{CHx}/T).  

(2)

The share of N-glucosamine units in copolymer substituted with PEG was calculated as

χ_{PEG} = χ(1 - χ_ac).  

(3)

2.4. Preparation of MNP/CH colloids

Magnesium-doped magnetite Mg_{85.1}Fe_{2.9}O_4 was synthesized by co-precipitation of metal salts with sodium carbonate in a basic solution. Magnetite colloids with the dispersed phase coated with a polycation layer (MNP/CH, CH=CHx or CHx-PEG) were obtained by ultrasonication [48]. A suspension (~ 20 mL) containing 0.15 mg/mL magnetite and 3 mg CH per 1 mg of dispersed phase was treated for 2 min in a Saphire ultrasonic bath (35 kHz working frequency), then 4–5 times for 45 s each using an UZG-13-0,1/22 immersible ultrasonic disperser (22 kHz working frequency), followed by a 2 min treatment in the bath. To prevent overheating the suspension was cooled down on an ice-bath.
Nanoparticles coated with a CH layer were separated over a permanent magnet and dispersed in distilled water as a 0.5 mg/mL solution as recalculated to magnetite. The concentration of magnetite in the dispersions was determined using o-phenanthroline [57].

2.5. Preparation of MNP/(CH/PSS)_n nanocapsules

A shell consisting of 1–4 bilayers of CH and PSS was formed around MNPs using the layer-by-layer assembly technique [17,18,32].
Typically, 50 μL of a 5 mg/mL PSS solution was added to 5 mL of a MNP/CH colloid. The mixture was ultrasonicated in the bath for 30 s to avoid particle aggregation. The obtained nanocapsules were separated using a permanent magnet and dispersed in water without intermediate washings. The next CH layer on the surface of the nanocapsules was formed in a similar way. A CH solution was added to the dispersion of nanocapsules to achieve a 0.5 mg/mL concentration. The alternated adsorption of polyelectrolytes continued until a shell with a given number of bilayers n was obtained around the magnetic cores. The integer values of n correspond to (CH/PSS)n nanocapsules the outermost shell layer of which is comprised of PSS. The half-integer values of n relate to CH-terminated shells. BSA was added to the nanocapsules at a final concentration of 1.0 mg/mL.

The colloidal stability of nanocapsules was tested in H2O, 0.9% NaCl solution (at 25 °C), and FBS (at 37 °C). The value of ζ-potential of the nanocapsules was measured 10 min after adding 50 μL of nanocapsules to 1 mL of the investigated medium, the diameter – at predetermined time intervals. The concentration of nanocapsules in the mixture was ∼0.1 mM as recalculated to Fe or ∼25 mg/L as recalculated to Mg-doped magnetite. The turbidity of FBS during its incubation with the nanocapsules was followed at 600 nm on a CM2203 Solar spectrophotometer.

The hydrodynamic diameter, polydispersity index (PDI) and ζ-potential of nanoparticles and nanocapsules were measured using a ZetaSizer NanoZS Malvern analyzer. The size distribution of nanocapsules was obtained using the standard instrument software. The diameter d corresponds to the size of the most abundant number fraction of particles in a sample. The size of nanocapsules in FBS was characterized by the position Z of corresponding maximum on the diagram of light scattering by intensity. The values of 1.670 ± 1.350 were used for viscosity and refractive index of FBS respectively. All measurements were done for three independent preparations of nanocapsules with a given shell structure. Each of them taken separately was measured three times using averaging for 7 runs of 5 s each. The average value for the three preparations is shown on diagrams and graphs; error bars represent standard deviation.

Size and morphology of the particles were examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a LEO 906E microscope. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of MNP/CH and MNP/(CH/PSS)n were obtained on a NanoScope III Veeco microscope using silicon nitride probes in a continuous height-friction dual mode. A drop (20 μL) of the sample under investigation was placed on a wet silicon wafer precoated with a (PDDA/PSS)3 LbL film for 10 min, then the wafer was rinsed with water and dried in upward position for 24 h before scanning. The images were processed using the Nanoscope v531 software.

3. Results and discussion

For the modification of MNP, chitosans of different molecular weight have been obtained. All chosen CH including synthetized copolymers (Fig. 1) had similar degree of acetylation of glucosamine units, ca. 0.25 ± 0.02. The part of polymer backbone units conjugated with PEG ϕPEG in CHx-PEG is ca. 0.15 ± 0.01. It corresponds to the grafting degree (g) equal to 5. There is one PEG chain in copolymer grafted per every five deacetylated amino groups in parent chitosan. Thus, the part of unsubstituted glucosamine units χAm in the CHx-PEG copolymers reaches 0.60. These amine groups are available for intercomplexation with sulfo groups of PSS.

3.1. Morphology of MNP/CH colloids and MNP/(CH/PSS)n nanocapsules

The grain size in the Mg-doped magnetite prepared by carbonate coprecipitation is about 20 nm (Fig. 2a–d). However, its aqueous suspensions are unstable. The hydrodynamic diameter of MNP without stabilizing agent exceeds 2.0 μm [48]. During the sonication of a MNP suspension in a solution of positively charged polyelectrolyte, such as PDDA or CH, macromolecules adsorb on the newly formed core surface preventing the coalescence of the formed nanoparticles. The cores in both MNP/CH colloids and MNP/(CH/PSS)n nanocapsules appear to acquire irregular shape and consist of several grains of Mg-doped magnetite (Figs. 2a,b, SI 2).

The LbL shell forms on the surface of the grain aggregates exposed to the media including open mesopores and covers protrusions and recesses as indicated by arrows (Fig. 2c,d). The thickness of the LbL shell consisting of four CH60-PEG/PSS bilayers calculated on the basis of the TEM images is about 8 nm. After the adsorption of BSA it increases and reaches 14–18 nm. The values are in good agreement with the bilayer thickness of copolymer-based LbL films obtained by the quartz crystal microbalance technique [29].

Due to irregular shape of the MNP cores, both MNP/CH colloids and MNP/(CH/PSS)n, capsules possess uneven surface as it appears in the corresponding AFM images (Fig. 2e,f). The majority of MNP/CH particles have vertical dimensions within 30–60 nm. It agrees well with the diameter of most abundant number fraction of the particles in the colloids as determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS). In all MNP/CH colloids, there is a minor fraction of particles smaller than 30 nm in size. The aggregates with a diameter below 10 nm in the AFM images are associated with soft PDDA/PSS interpolyelectrolyte complexes formed on the LbL-precoated surface (Figs. SI 3, SI 4). The height of MNP/(CH/PSS)n nanocapsules calculated from their profile is in the range of 40–70 nm (Fig. 2b). The lateral dimensions of the dried capsules are within 150–250 nm. Larger particles with dimensions above 250 nm are a result of nanocapsules aggregation upon drying.

3.2. MNP/CH colloids

The MNP/CH colloids with a diameter of the disperse phase lower than 100 nm were prepared by sonication MNP suspension in a solution of any of three unPEGylated chitosans CHx or copolymer CH18-PEG (Fig. 3a–f, for n = 0.5, t = 0). The diameter of particles obtained in CH450-PEG and CH60-PEG is larger than 220 nm presumably due to high molecular weight of the copolymers (∼ca. 106 Da and 105 Da respectively). The PDI values for all obtained MNP/CH colloids are below 0.3 indicating that they have a narrow, close to monodisperse, particle size distribution (Fig. SI 5).

A slightly negative ζ-potential of unmodified MNP changes to a high (for CHx) or moderate (for CHx-PEG) positive value for MNP/CH colloids (Fig. 4). Despite a rather high ζ-potential of MNP/CH450, which is equal to +22 ± 2 mV, the colloid rapidly loses its aggregative stability. After the particles being stored for 24 h in water, their size exceeds 1 μm (Fig. 3a, n = 0.5). A decrease of MNP/CH450 particles diameter observed on the fifth day after their preparation is associated with irreversible sedimentation of large aggregates. The colloids stabilized by depolymerized chitosans CH60 and CH18 have ζ-potential value comparable to that of MNP/CH450. However, there is no significant increase of their diameter after two weeks of storage. The difference can apparently be explained by partial desorption of long CH450 macromolecules from the surface of MNP. The polymer later adsorbs and bridges neighboring nanoparticles. The process results in a rapidly increasing number of aggregates. Due to lower values of the ζ-potential (Fig. 4c) MNP/CHx-PEG colloids gradually lose aggregative stability (Fig. 3d–f, n = 0.5). An increase of hydrodynamic diameter of the particles is accompanied by rising PDI value (Fig. SI 5, c).

3.3. Influence of BSA on MNP/CH stability

By dispersing magnetite directly in a BSA solution the particles with a mean diameter of 350–380 nm having a wide size distribution have been prepared. The obtained dispersions of MNP/BSA are unstable and magnetic phase in them rapidly precipitates [47].
The addition of BSA into a MNP/CH colloid produces particles with a diameter larger than 400 nm (Fig. 5a–f, n = 0.5, t = 0) with the exception of those of low molecular weight chitosan CH18. For the latter, the diameter increased from 44 ± 9 nm to 93 ± 19 nm. According to DLS, the fraction of particles with a diameter of 5–7 nm corresponding to BSA macromolecules is absent in all prepared MNP/CH/BSA colloids. The observed changes of the ζ-potential from a highly positive for MNP/CH to a weakly negative value for MNP/CH/BSA are consistent with the adsorption of thick albumin corona on the particle surface (Fig. 4). Isoelectric point of bovine serum albumin is about 4.2 [40] and at the near-neutral pH the protein is negatively charged. The ζ-potential of BSA in water measured under experimental conditions is −7.8 ± 0.7 mV.

With increasing storage time, the diameter of MNP/CH450 and MNP/CH450-PEG particles on which BSA is adsorbed decreases to 320–400 nm, while for MNP/CH60-PEG it reaches ∼100 nm. In contrast to this, for other chitosans and copolymers, increasing aggregation of the particles was observed upon storage (Figs. 5, SI 5, c,d). Negatively charged BSA macromolecules in protein corona apparently compete with low charged surface of MNP for complexation with CH...
and disturb adsorbed layers of low molecular weight chitosans to a higher degree [43].

3.4. MNP/(CH/PSS)_n nanocapsules

The (CH/PSS)_n shells were formed around Mg-doped magnetite nanocores by LbL assembly of the polyelectrolytes (Fig. 1). The alternating ζ-potential of nanocapsules in the process of sequential adsorption of positively charged CH and negatively charged PSS confirms the formation of multilayered shell (Fig. 4).

An increase of the diameter of MNP/(CH/PSS)_n nanocapsules with increasing number of adsorbed layers is pronounced for chitosan CH450 and sufficient for CH60. Such changes are associated with a small number of aggregates formed on each stage of adsorption of the unmodified polysaccharides (Fig. 3a, b, t = 0). For all the nanocapsules, a gain in the hydrodynamic diameter is accompanied by an increase of polydispersity. The typical changes of polydispersity indexes are illustrated in Fig. S1 5 on the example of CH60 and CH60-PEG–based capsules. The diameter of MNP/(CH18/PSS)_n and MNP/(CH18-PEG/PSS)_n nanocapsules also increases with increasing n, but for a four-bilayer shell it remains lower than 150 nm (Fig. 3c, f, t = 0). Despite comparable PEG grafting of all CHx-PEG copolymers, the longer glucosamine chain promotes formation of aggregates in the case of nanocapsules with a CH450-PEG and CH60-PEG-terminated shell (Fig. 3d, e, t = 0). After adsorption of the next PSS layer the low diameter of the nanocapsules is restored. It is worth noting that if one takes into account only PSS-terminated shells the diameter of all (CHx-PEG/PSS)_n nanocapsules increases slightly with increasing n. Moreover, by using CHx-PEG in the PSS-terminated shell instead of unmodified chitosan the nanocapsules with a narrower size distributions are obtained (Fig. S1 6). The fraction of nanocapsules with a diameter above 200 nm is practically absent in the samples.

Regardless of the shell structure, the MNP/(CH450/PSS)_n nanocapsules based on chitosan with long glucosamine chain aggregate within 24 h after preparation with a significant fraction of sediment (Fig. 3a). In the case of CH60, the diameter of nanocapsules containing 2 or more bilayers remains low during the whole observation period (Fig. 3b), while for CH18, the diameter of CH18-terminated capsules slightly increases with time (Fig. 3c).

The size of any nanocapsule with a CHx-PEG upper layer in water rapidly reaches values exceeding 1.2 μm (Fig. 3d–f). At the same time, PSS-terminated MNP/(CHx-PEG/PSS)_n nanocapsules with an integer n are more stable, and for n = 2,3, or 4 their diameter does not practically change within all observation period. Regardless of molecular weight of glucosamine chain CHx-PEG nanocapsules with a one bilayer shell retain low diameter only for limited time, and then it increases above 600 nm.

3.5. Influence of BSA on MNP/(CH/PSS)_n nanocapsules stability

If one compares the graphs in Figs. 3 and 5, one can see the effect of BSA on the initial diameter and the aggregative stability of nanocapsules. The adsorption of BSA on the surface of CHx-based nanocapsules results in an increase of the diameter of both CHx and PSS terminated ones by 50–200 nm (Fig. 5a–c, t = 0). For CHx-PEG–based nanocapsules, an alternation of the lower and higher diameter of nanocapsules as a function of BSA-preceding polyelectrolyte has been found (Fig. 5d–f, t = 0). The polypeptide chain of BSA allows the protein to form complexes with both polycation and polyanion on the surface of nanoparticles [44–46]. The presence of hydrophobic domains in the albumin and the ability to form intermolecular hydrogen bonds by a number of amino acids [58,59] seem to facilitate the association of BSA with PEG on the surface of copolymer-terminated nanocapsules. Their size sufficiently increases.

If albumin is adsorbed on a CHx layer the aggregation of the nanocapsules intensifies with time as compared with the nanocapsules without BSA (Fig. 5a–c). The effect of BSA on the stability of PSS-terminated capsules is less distinct.

Unlike the CHx-based nanocapsules, the adsorption of BSA on the surface of nanocapsules on the basis of copolymer improves the stability of both CHx-PEG and PSS-terminated capsules (Fig. 5d–f). Furthermore, the aggregation of nanocapsules with the outermost layer of CHx-PEG in the presence of BSA becomes reversible. Initially increasing diameter of the nanocapsules decreases if the storage time increases and no precipitate forms during all observation period. The effect of copolymer and albumin on the storage stability of MNP/(CHx-PEG/PSS)_n/BSA nanocapsules is especially evident for the shells with a small number of bilayers. BSA considerably increases stability of the nanocapsules the shell of which contains one bilayer of CH18-PEG or CH60-PEG. For high molecular weight copolymer CH450-PEG, the synergism of BSA and copolymer can be traced to the second bilayer.

Fig. 5. Diameter of MNP/(CH/PSS)_n/BSA nanocapsules at different times. CH: a – CH450; b – CH60; c – CH18; d – CH450-PEG, e – CH60-PEG, f – CH18-PEG, H2O, 25 ± 3 °C.
3.6. Nanocapsules in 0.9% NaCl

All MNP/CH colloids and MNP/(CH/PSS)ₙ nanocapsules aggregate fast in 0.9% NaCl, with no respect to the polyelectrolyte shell structure or polycation used. Their effective diameter reaches 0.5-2.0 μm 10 min after mixing followed by solid phase precipitation. High values of polydispersity index (PDI > 0.4) and standard deviation (up to 0.4 μm) of diameter for the nanocapsules confirm increased sample aggregation.

At the same time, the diameter of MNP/(CH/PSS)ₙ/BSA nanocapsules, in which BSA is adsorbed on a PSS layer, in 0.9% NaCl does not change relatively to that in water (Fig. 6). If a CH layer comes before adsorption of BSA, the diameter of the nanocapsules in isotonic salt solution increases, but BSA prevents their irreversible sedimentation. The highest stabilizing effect of albumin was found in the case of CH18 and CH18-PEG-based nanocapsules. The alternation of the diameter of PSS and CH-terminated shells for them was minimal.

3.7. Nanocapsules in FBS

The light scattering maximums of fetal bovine serum are located at 5.3 ± 2.2 nm for the albumin and 35.3 ± 21.5 nm for the globulins/lipoproteins fraction respectively. The addition of distilled water in the amount of 50 μL/mL does not change the positions of the peaks. A prominent maximum Z appears in the region of 150–320 nm if MNP/CH nanoparticles or MNP/(CH/PSS)ₙ nanocapsules are added. Regardless of the length of glucosamine chain and the presence of PEG grafting on CH, the value of Z for the CH-terminated nanocapsules in FBS is 50–75 nm larger than that of nanocapsules with a PSS layer on the surface (Fig. 7a). Apparently, this is due to the peculiarities of adsorption of various FBS protein fractions (albumins and immunoglobulins) on positively and negatively charged surfaces (Fig. 8). Bridging neighboring capsules by long polyelectrolyte chains explains low stability of CH450-based capsules. The influence of steric stabilizer PEG as a result of CHx-PEG introduction into the LbL shell manifests itself only in the combination with strong negative charge of outermost PSS layer (electrosteric stabilization). The effect is revealed in small nanoparticles diameter maintained in the LbL assembly process and long term colloidal stability of the nanocapsules. Despite of CHx-PEG attached as an outermost layer, copolymer-terminated nanocapsules are partially aggregated due to relatively low surface charge brought by PEG-substituted glucosamine chains to the surface.

The hydration of upper layers of a LbL shell can be as high as 40–50% v/v and decreases in the vicinity of the core to 20–26% [61, 62]. In addition, PEG binds at least one water molecule per every PEG monomer unit due to hydrogen bonding [63]. However, no data on the MNP nanocapsules stability can be interpreted so far as being affected to a passable degree by high hydration of LbL shell material.

On the other hand, the anomalous colloidal stability of BSA-modified nanocapsules that have a rather low ζ-potential can be explained in terms of hydration forces, especially at high ionic strength in 0.9% NaCl. The water binding capacity of albumin is exceptionally high. Albumin is capable of holding up to 18 mL water per gram within the vascular space [64]. The hydration water layer around BSA extends as far as 1.5–2.5 nm from the protein and includes up to 20,000 water molecules per one BSA macromolecule [65–67]. Sodium and other small ions tend to accumulate in the vicinity of protein core and increase albumin’s capacity of binding water in salt solutions (the Gibbs-Donnan effect) [68].

A significant difference in stability of CHx-terminated (Fig. 3d–e) and CHx-PEG-terminated (Fig. 5d–e) nanocapsules is observed after

![Fig. 6. Diameter of nanocapsules with a (CH/PSS)ₙ/BSA shell in 0.9% NaCl. a) CHx; b) CHx-PEG.](image-url)
their modification with a BSA corona. For the shells with relatively high PEG surface density, we assume a brush conformation of PEG side chains. The distance between PEG grafts and the length of PEG brushes depend on the adsorbed amount of copolymer. The latter increases with increasing the number of bilayers in a LbL shell. The Flory radius of 5 kDa PEG molecules is 5.96 nm [69], while the calculated contour length can be as high as 40 nm [55]. The thickness of a BSA corona on the surface of nanocapsules is 6–10 nm as calculated from the TEM data. The value of a BSA layer thickness estimated with the assumption of complete adsorption of the protein on 100–200 nm shells is from 5 to 16 nm. Thereby the values are of the same order of magnitude. After adsorption of BSA the PEG chains are apparently surrounded by a thick protein layer. The combination of highly hydrated BSA layer and steric repulsion of PEG tails results in the stabilization of the nanocapsules.

After adsorption of one CHx-PEG/PSS bilayer PEG chains are loosely distributed over the MNP surface. At low surface density, PEG chains tend to be in a mushroom conformation which does not support high adsorption resistance [69]. BSA fills the gaps between the scattered PEG chains forcing them to take an extended conformation. The effect of hydration water layer of BSA is combined with steric hindrance due to protruding PEG tails. Combined the copolymer and BSA stabilize nanoparticles to a higher degree than each component on its own.

The improvement of the diameter of BSA-modified capsules with time can be explained by the influence of different factors. Albumin

![Fig. 7. Diameter Z of MNP/(CH/PSS)_n nanocapsules in FBS: a) with different shell structure incubated for 10 min, b) with a (CH450/PSS)_n shell, n: 1-0.5; 2-1.5; 3-2.5; 4-3.5. Temperature 37 °C.](image)

![Fig. 8. Possible mechanism of synergetic effect of CHx-PEG and BSA on the stability of LbL nanocapsules.](image)
either slowly diffuses inside polyelectrolyte shell layers [45], peptide or change the conformation in which it adsorbed on the surface of the LBL coating to more hydrophilic [68]. Both above-mentioned mechanisms are possible for CH18-based nanocapsules. In the nanocapsules on the basis of copolymer, some PEG chains are initially hidden beneath or within the thick BSA layer. They slowly rearrange in a more stretched conformation and additional tails appear on the shell surface above a BSA corona.

4. Conclusions

The ultrasound-assisted preparation of MNPs/CH colloids is one-step and simple in comparison with LBL nanocapsules. However, a single CH layer provides a temporary stabilization of magnetite nanoparticles in aqueous solutions with the zero ionic strength. The aggregative stability of the MNPs/CH colloids in water is low and persists for a relatively long time only for low molecular weight chitosans. The MNPs/CH nanoparticles aggregate in FBS and precipitate rapidly in a NaCl solution.

To the contrary, aggregative stability of BSA nanoparticles can be obtained on the basis of polyelectrolytes that are slightly modified with PEG. Using copolymers of chitosan with PEG in LBL shells has both advantages and certain disadvantages. The CH-PEG facilitates the preparation of PSS-terminated MNPs/(CH/PSS)n nanocapsules avoiding their aggregation in the process of LBL assembly. The effect is more distinguishable for copolymers of high and medium molecular weight chitosans as compared with parent CHx. As a disadvantage, the colloids of copolymer-terminated nanocapsules deteriorate rapidly.

The synergetic effect of copolymer and albumin on stability of PSS-terminated nanocapsules the shell of which contains one-two CHx-PEG/ PSS bilayer greatly simplifies preparation of functional nanocapsules. The stable colloids are obtained after fewer adsorption cycles. Based on the proposed mechanism of LBL shell stabilization by a copolymer/BSA system, an interesting assumption can be made. It is not necessary to use copolymer with a high degree of amine group substitution by PEG. If a sufficient number of bilayers are formed and followed by adsorption of a BSA corona, stable LBL nanocapsules can be obtained on the basis of polyelectrolytes that are slightly modified with PEG.

The obtained results are in good consistency with observations on enhanced properties of other BSA-PGA systems. BSA covalently modified at multiple sites by PEG demonstrates increased osmotic activity and better retention within the vasculature than unmodified albumin [70]. Hybrid multi-arm PEG–BASA nanogels exhibit better protein and detergent adsorption resistant properties than covalently coupled BSA surfaces and monolayers of multi-arm PEG [71]. In turn, we have demonstrated that by simultaneously using albumin and copolymers of chitosan and PEG in a LBL shell and varying the architecture of the diameter of the obtained nanocapsules and their aggregative-sedimentation stability in biorelevant media can be controlled.

We presume that application of copolymers of other hydrophilic pharmacologically acceptable polymers such as dextran, polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinylpyrrolidone, etc. can significantly improve stability of BSA-based nanoparticulated forms of biologically active substances and contrast agents. LBL shells based on copolymers are prospective for controlling the interaction of nanocapsules with the body’s immune system and distribution in tissues. provide surfaces with low adsorption of biological macromolecules and can be further modified for specific cell targeting.
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